
This report looks at the following areas:

•• The impact of COVID-19 on consumer attitudes about cannabis and
cannabis use, both recreationally and medically.

•• How cannabis might be used to revive a struggling economy and fight
recession.

•• How consumer attitudes have evolved over the past four years
•• How knowing someone who uses cannabis legally – for recreation or

medical purposes – impacts attitudes.
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“Consumer attitudes towards
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legalization and use – are
trending positively over the
last four years. COVID-19 has
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• 2020 vision brings Rights into focus
Figure: 12 Attitudes about cannabis, March 2020

• Opportunity to educate consumers on the value of the
cannabis industry
Figure: 13 Attitudes about federal legalization. march 2020

• How the COVID-19 crisis will affect key demographics
• Consumers hurt by COVID-19 have the most to win
• Recession is new to youngest consumers
• Women are concerned about mental health
• How a COVID-19 recession will reshape the cannabis

industry and subsequent attitudes about market
• Unemployment starting points offers optimism

Figure 14: Unemployment. recession versus pandemic, Dec
2007-May 2009 and Dec 2018-May 2020

• COVID-19: US context

• Cannabis use is still low
• Medical vs recreational use aren’t viewed equally
• Easing consumers in seems to work for most states

• Mind, body and spiritual wellness connects recreational
and medical use
Figure 15: Self-assessment of cannabis use in recreationally
legal states, October 2019

• Big picture, consumers look to other products for relaxation
Figure 16: Substance consumption, October 2019

• A (brief) history of legalization

• Personal Values
• Tradition rises to the top

Figure 17: Personal political values/ March 2020
• Men identify more traditionally

Figure 18: Personal political values, by gender, March 2020
• Legalization is a largely progressive value

Figure 19: Personal political values, by net agree with federal
recreational legalization, March 2020

• Changing Cannabis Ideas
• Most consumers are confused about cannabis

Figure 20: Knowledge of difference between CBD and hemp,
March 2020

THE CANNABIS MARKET AND CLIMATE – WHAT YOU NEED TO
KNOW

CANNABIS CLIMATE PERSPECTIVE

MARKET FACTORS
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Figure 21: Positive changes in opinions about cannabis use
since 2016, by age and gender, March 2020

• Education leads to change in attitudes
Figure 22: Attitudes about social issues and brand, by other
social issues, March 2020

• Negative change almost obsolete with exposure
Figure 23: changes in opinions about cannabis use since
2016, by knowledge, March 2020

• Medical experts elevate the conversation
• Talking business legitimizes use
• Social justice gives back

• Grass roots efforts are in effect
• Black- and minority-owned voices help educate
• Social Justice calls attention to a difficult history
• Legalize it!
• Medical activism sharpens focus towards doctors
• Cannabusiness demands support
• Jumping on the brand-wagon

• It’s not what you know, it’s who you know
• Time and patience are required
• Cannabis is not mission-critical for consumers
• Medical use has the most support

• Ignorance is bliss
Figure 24: Social and political attitudes and behaviors, March
2020

• Economic benefits resonate with men and women
Figure 25: Social and political attitudes and behaviors, by
gender

• Hispanic and white consumers are more on board with
legalization
Figure 26: Social and political attitudes and behaviors, by
race and ethnicity, March 2020

• Fueling the economy makes more sense to consumers of all
ages

GENERATIONAL ATTITUDES SUGGEST POSITIVE SHIFTS ARE
AGELESS

CONVERSATIONS TO WATCH – WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

WHO TO WATCH

THE CONSUMER – WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

SOCIAL AND POLITICAL ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIOR
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Figure 27: Social and political attitudes and behaviors, by
age, March 2020

• Personal values matter more than most
Figure 28: Social and political attitudes and behaviors, by
personal values, March 2020

• Shifting cannabis attitudes are exceptionally positive
Figure 29: Changes in attitudes about cannabis since 2016

• Opposing attitudes are gender biased
Figure 30: Changes in attitudes about recreational cannabis
since 2016, by gender, March 2020

• Younger adults are driving the positive changes
Figure 31: Changes in attitudes about recreational cannabis
since 2016, by age, March 2020

• Fewer than half of consumers understand the nuances of the
cannabis plant family
Figure 32: Knowledge about and exposure to legal cannabis,
March 2020

• Medical availability and controlled access suggest
consumers want to move forward
Figure 33: Attitudes about issues related to law and legality,
March 2020

• Cannabis is perceived as a safe, medical solution
Figure 34: Attitudes about cannabis and health, March 2020

• Regulation and transparency will reach women
Figure 35: Attitudes about cannabis and health, by gender,
March 2020

• Brand importance will increase over time
Figure 36: Attitudes about cannabis and health, by age,
March 2020

• Cannabis issues have a clear community component
Figure 37: Attitudes about social issues and brand. March
2020

CHANGES IN ATTITUDES

KNOWLEDGE AND EXPOSURE

ATTITUDES: LEGAL ISSUES

ATTITUDES ABOUT CANNABIS AND HEALTH

CANNABIS ATTITUDES AND COMMUNITIES
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Figure 38: Attitudes about social issues and brand, March
2020

• Brands must weigh throwing support behind legalization
carefully
Figure 39: Attitudes about social issues and brand, by gender,
March 2020

• Younger consumers most malleable
Figure 40: Attitudes about social issues and brand, by age.
March 2020

• Stance on cannabis influences vote more often than not
Figure 41: Attitudes about social issues and brand, by age.
March 2020

• Legalization is a largely progressive value
Figure 42: Personal political values, by net agree with federal
recreational legalization, March 2020

• Men are more canna-political
Figure 43: Attitudes about social issues and brand, by age.
March 2020

Figure 44: Attitudes about social issues and brand, by
influence of political candidate’s stance on legalization.
March 2020

• Knowledge inspires political action
Figure 45: Attitudes about social issues and brand, by
influence of political candidate’s stance on legalization.
March 2020

• Political messages must move beyond “Legalize-it”
Figure 46: Attitudes about social issues and brand, by
influence of political candidate’s stance on legalization.
March 2020

• Data sources
• Consumer survey data
• Abbreviations and terms
• Abbreviations

CANNABIS ATTITUDES AND BRANDS

CANNABIS AND POLITICS

POSITIVE CHANGE IMPLORES POLITICAL SHIFTS

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES AND ABBREVIATIONS
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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